
FISE MONTPELLIER 2022
BIKE LIFE

FISE Montpellier is a selection of contests in sports areas and parks that have been 
specifically designed and assembled by Hurricane Group to enhance the perfor-
mances of riders at the highest world level while remaining accessible to junior and 
amateur categories.
 
Urban sports communities are full of riders who stand out for their commitment. Whether involved 
with new generations of riders, social causes, or the reputation of their discipline(s), many of them 
carry their enthusiasm into the wider world.

QUAI DU PIRÉE
This innovative FISE site, located between the Hôtel de Région and its bars (centres of the en-
chanting evening festivities), is an essential stopping point for all festival-goers. This year, it offers 
a brand new programme of disciplines – Breaking and Bike Life exclusively – atop a stage built 
on the Lez that provides a flat surface ideal for trick lines. 

BIKE LIFE PRESENTED BY BMX AVENUE

Inspired by the dirt bike runs that punctuate daily neighbourhood life, Bike Life is now moving 
from its quieter origins into city centres. On particularly solid bikes, to which the «custom» culture 
gives a unique aesthetic, the riders link figures together and hold them as long as possible. In 
Ride Out or trick lines, they appropriate urban spaces with their distinctive free expression.

Florian LANIEZ– age 24 – MONTPELLIER
A lifelong bike enthusiast, this native of Montpellier discovered Bike Life a few years ago after 
seeing on Instagram how the discipline was becoming increasingly popular in the USA. He started 
out on his own, riding and producing videos on his account, before training his friends who now 
shape the small stage that is Bike Life in Montpellier. He is supported by the city’s iconic BMX Ave-
nue which is presenting the discipline at this year’s FISE Montpellier.


